1.2 A are presented and compared with experimental data for the c(2x2) 0-Ni (001) system. Using a normalized R factor, we found that the only acceptable agreement is for dl spacings in the range 0,]8 to 0.90 A. The experimental observation that adsorbate-Induced modulations remain strong over a wide energy range in EDPO curves but not in low energy electron diffraction (LEED) intensity curves is explained.
I. tntroduction
Because of the site specificity of the photoelectron diffraction (PO) process, angle-resolved photoelectron diffraction of core-level electrons has been used to detenmine the binding location of several adsorbate atoms and one molecule. The coherence length of the diffraction process is about 0 equal to the mean free path of the final-state photoelectron (4-8 A}; therefore, the technique probes the local geometry surrounding the adsorbate site.
The c(2x2}0 en Ni (001) system is a very interesting case because studies using different techniques have produced two conflicting results:
dl, the spacing between the oxygen layer and the topmost nickel layer, has been found to be either 0.8-0.9 Al-B or nearly coplanar 9 -13 . Earlier, Rosenblatt et al . 7 used energy-dependent photoelectron diffraction (EDPD) 0 0 to study this system. Searching over dL spacings between 0.5 A to 1.7 A, 0 0 they found good agreement at dl= 0.90 A± 0.04 A. Smaller d~ spacings were not tested due to difficulty in the computation method. Also, an R-factor analysis was not carried out for this system.
Because of reports of the near copianar adsorption site for 0 on Ni (001} we developed a method which allows calculation of emission and diffraction processes in layers having any dJ. spacing, including coplanar.
We present here, for the first time, EDPD curves for c(2x2) 0-Ni (001} with The R-factor analysis is shown in Fig. 3 . We used a nonnalized R f~ctor (RN) based on putting weights on six individual R factors which were and~ are defined as: ( 1 0) where V is the inner potential and E is the electron energy, in electron 0 volts, above the vacuum level. The weights are chosen such that the average value of each R·factor over all geometries considered is the same.
This ensures that the influence of each R factor is roughly the same, and in taking the overall average, no one R factor dominates the others. In The~ has the additional features contained in R 1 , .
•. ,R 6 .
0
In the R-factor plot ( rr However, its intensity is smaller as it contains two scattering off the overlayer: f~ (backscattering} and f~-a (large angle forward scattering).
The oxygen-induced spots are very sensitive to the unknown x, but these beams have strong intensities only at low energies. Good surface order and low temperature measurements are essential for obtaining useful halforder LEED IV curves in a wide energy range.
In an EDPO curve, there are no integral-order orhalf-order directions. Any exit-angle direction has a leading modulation term sensitive to x, the 0-Ni spacing. For example, at emission normal to the surface, we • 18 can wr1 te (13) where A 0 is the atomic emission amplitude, dla the perpendicular distance gives peaks related to distances (x+d.la). We note that either Eq. (13) or (lit) is independent of the oxygen backscattering factor. Thus, the modulations in EOPD curves depend mainly on the backscattering factors Ra of nickel. Since R is appreciable over a wide energy range, this allows a measurements of EDPO curves of overlayer systems for a 200 to 300 eV energy range at room temperature. 
